
Product Brochure

A fine art album:
The perfect way 
to tell your story



The story of your special occasion deserves to be told. It should be carefully 

crafted into a form that can be enjoyed not only today, but also by future 

generations. Even with the advent of online social networks and digital 

storage, a book is still the original and best way to capture and share special 

moments in time.

Caring about your story

Since Daguerre invented the Daguerreotype in 1839, photographic printing 

has made many advances. The latest fine art printing is the marriage of 

archival pigment inks with high quality papers. The result is a high-definition 

matte print that is designed to last for generations.

Fine art forever

Quality craftsmanship, personalisation and attention to detail is embodied in 

every product.   

Each individual order is handmade to your exact specification using the 

finest cover materials, archival papers and high-definition printing to bring 

your images to life. 

Handmade for you



Album styles

There is a choice between two styles of fine art albums: the Fine Art Book 

and the Matted Album. Both are handmade using the same high quality 

materials, with the key differences being the thickness of the page and 

presentation of your images.

Fine Art Book

Matted Album

The Fine Art Book is presented with your images printed directly on to the 

page. With an almost invisible crease and the ability to bleed images off the 

page, this format  allows for versatile album designs.

The Matted Album is constructed using a white matt cut to reveal your 

images underneath. These albums have thicker, heavyweight pages; a classic 

style with a contemporary finish.



• Pages are approximately 0.5mm thick and have a pleasing flexible feel

• Made using the finest quality papers and ink

• Each double page opens flat with an almost invisible crease

• Printing across the crease allows for unrestricted layout designs to 

showcase your images

• All Fine Art Books are hand packaged and presented in a natural cotton 

bag and kraft cardboard box

• Available in a variety of cover materials

Fine Art Book 

12x12” 10x10” 8x8”

Available sizes

6x6”

A4 A5



Matted Album

• Pages are a substantial 2.8mm thick and have a more rigid feel than a 

Fine Art Book

• Your prints are mounted underneath bevelled matts to individually 

frame each image

• Made using the finest quality papers and ink

• The album lays flat but unlike the Fine Art Book images cannot go across 

the crease

• All Matted Albums are hand packaged and presented in a natural cotton 

wrap and kraft cardboard box

• Available in a variety of cover materials

Available sizes

12x12” 10x10” 8x8”



Mini Duplicates

Mini duplicates are a direct copy of larger albums and are a perfect gift for 

your family and friends.

They are handmade in exactly the same way as Fine Art Books with the 

same invisible crease and archival quality materials. Please note that mini 

duplicates of Matted Albums are produced as a Fine Art Book and do not 

have the bevelled matts. Mini duplicates are available in Pastel Fabric, Bold 

Fabric and Essential Cotton materials with a choice of colours.

6x6”

Available sizes

A5



Cover options

Let your creativity 
loose and select from 
a range  of beautiful 

materials

Be inspired by the colour of bridesmaids’ dresses, flowers, or the season 

itself.  Create the perfect finish by selecting from a range of traditional and 

contemporary colours, in materials ranging from leather through to silk. 



Contemporary Leather

The Contemporary Leather range includes 18 carefully-selected colours. Each 

shade has unique attributes but all are genuine natural leather of the finest 

quality and durability sourced from manufacturers with strict animal welfare 

policies.

As with all of the leather ranges, Contemporary Leather is a genuine leather.

Nut Brown

Peony 

Pewter

Pillar Box

Plum

Porcelain

Regency Blue

Saddle

Airforce Blue

Blush

Dusk 

Ebony

Graphite

Honey

Ivory

Jade

Latte

Mist



Vintage Leather

Vintage Leather is a supple, silky hide and comes in Oak, Racing Green, Berry 

and Chocolate.

As with all of the leather ranges, Vintage Leather is a genuine leather.

Racing Green

Berry

Chocolate

Oak



Eco Leather

A range of luxury leathers created in a UK based tannery powered by 

renewable energy and producing 0% waste. 

As with all of the leather ranges, Eco Leather is a genuine leather.

Grape

Lipstick

Wedgwood

Almond

London Clay

Coal



Silk

For thousands of years silk has been sourced for its natural quality and 

beauty. Silk covers are available in a range of vibrant colours that shimmer 

under the light.
Champagne

Frost White

Peacock 

Powder Blue

Gold

Storm 

Hot Pink

Aubergine 



Onyx

Essential Cotton

Essential Cotton is a range of high quality, 100% cotton colours with a 

natural open weave.

Ketchup

Pebble

Woodland

Carbon

Peppermint

Denim

Spice

Hop



Pastel & Bold Fabric

Our light and fresh pastels fabric range is a rayon-based material 

manufactured with the utmost attention to protecting and conserving 

natural resources. 

With the same eco-credentials as our Pastel Fabric, the rayon-based Bold 

Fabric allows you to make a statement. 

Jet

Midnight Blue

Mulberry

Mustard

Clover  

Damson

Silver Moss

Sky

Tallow

Avocado

Candyfloss

Dove



Heritage Fabric

Our 100% cotton Heritage Fabric includes a range of 4 naturally toned 

colours.
Parchment

Tusk

Oatmeal

Sea Breeze



Purity

Our vegan friendly, PU based, leather-like collection is made up of 8 beautiful 

colours.

Oxford Blue

Fossil

Nimbus

Lavender

Cotswold

Soft Mint

Beach Hut Blue

Paperwhite



Photo Fabric Cover

For a completely personal finish why not wrap your book in a photo cover. 

The high white rayon fabric reproduces colours accurately and the fine 

weave allows for high clarity printing. A photo fabric cover gives complete 

freedom to create a very personal and individual book cover - the only limit 

here is your imagination.



Grey Quartz

 Golden Sand

Polished Pearl

End papers

End papers are used as linings and as the first and last page of each book or 

album. Wonderful White and Classic Black are by far the most popular but 

with a choice of an additional ten colours why not tie-in or contrast with your 

cover or images.

Classic Black

Lunar Blue

Perfect Purple

Bridle Brown

Mighty Maroon

Urban Grey

Sunflower Yellow

Soft Grey

Spring Sky

Blossom Pink 

 Very Vanilla

Wonderful White

Matte finish: Wonderful White, 

Very Vanilla, Blossom Pink, Spring 

Sky, Soft Grey, Sunflower Yellow, 

Urban Grey, Mighty Maroon, Bridle 

Brown, Perfect Purple, Lunar Blue, 

Classic Black. 

Pearl finish: Polished Pearl, 

Golden Sand, Grey Quartz



Cover personalisation

Let’s get personal 

For a greater personal touch why not add your name, dates, or even a 

bespoke motif.

Personalisation techniques include time-honoured methods such as 

debossing, through to modern laser engraving and state-of-the-art printing. 



Blind debossing 

Some might call it blind blocking or stamping, but it’s all the same magical 

process. Using traditional methods, letters are pressed into the cover without 

ink or foil for an elegant, classic presentation that’s wonderful to the touch. 

Blind debossing is available on most materials.

Available fonts: Coronation and Helvetica



Endpaper foiling

Add a logo or bespoke motif to an endpaper for a subtle way to further 

personalise your book.

Endpaper foiling is available in either gold or silver and can be placed on 

either the first or last endpaper.



Engraving

Using a laser your text or bespoke motif is engraved in to the cover material. 

The process works by removing the top layer of the material to reveal the 

natural hues underneath. Engraving is available on most materials.

Available fonts: Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, Courier, Gill Sans, 

Helvetica, Times, Trajan and Univers.



Cover printing

The latest digital technique in personalisation which involves printing 

directly on to a material in either black or white ink. Available on most 

materials.

Available fonts: Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, Courier, Gill Sans, 

Helvetica, Times, Trajan and Univers.



Foil debossing

You’ll be amazed at just how far foil stamping has come. We use heat to 

transfer metallic foil to our albums for an eye-catching enhancement. Foil  

debossing is available on a limited range of materials.

Available fonts: Coronation.



22 carat gold

There’s precious little more to say - sometimes only real gold will do. 22 carat 

gold personalisation is available on leather materials.

Available fonts: Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, Courier, Gill Sans, 

Helvetica, Times, Trajan and Univers 

Exclusive to leather and Purity album covers.



Palladium

Palladium personalisation adds a luxurious ‘silver’ finish to your book. Rarer 

than gold, yet non-tarnishing like silver, palladium has become highly 

desirable with discerning clients.

Available fonts: Bombshell, Century, Century Gothic, Courier, Gill Sans, 

Helvetica, Times, Trajan and Univers 

Exclusive to leather and Purity album covers.


